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About This Game

Play with friends or AI bots in this epic fast-paced game, where skill and reflex are everything. Join the roster of unique heroes
with original weapons and mechanics.

The wide range of weapons include sword, shotgun, laser, bow and many more - find Your favourite.
Single player missions, ladder and survival allow you to practise with every hero, so when the time for deathmatch or team

deathmatch with friends will come, You'll be ready to become number one.

Key Features

 High-profile pixel art

 45 single player missions - Test each hero in different scenarios

 17 heroes - Unique features of the super heroes make each brawl a new adventure

 61 maps - You're fighting not only with your weakness and enemies. Additional dangers awaits with each arena

Game Modes

 Single player missions
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 Ladder

 Survival

 Deathmatch (1-4 local players)

 Team Deathmatch (1-4 local players)

Game Require Controller!
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Steam Workshop:
Steam Workshop support has now been added for Windows and Linux.

An uploader DLC has been created for Windows to upload content to the Steam Workshop.

Additional functionality is intended to be added later, and hopefully Mac OS Steamworks integration should also be made
available soon.. Additional Paksets available as DLC:
Four additional Paksets have been made available as DLC. These Paksets alter the graphics, and rulesets of the game. If
multiple Paksets are installed, the game will prompt for which one you want to load when starting the game.

The additional Paksets that have been released are:
Pak64 - A smaller pakset, which is slightly easier to play.
Pak128.Britain - A pakset with a british look/feel.
Pak128.German - A pakset with a german look/feel
Pak192.Comic - A packset with a comic style. Comit in Cosmo Knight's Revenge Land Of The Void Simutrans Upgrade to
120.4:
Simutrans has been upgraded to version 120.4 on Steam for Windows and Linux - we do not currently have a 120.4 build for
Mac.

For prior versions please go into the Beta settings and select the prior version you want.

One of the big changes from 120.2 is the ability to use UPnP for Server hosting.. Change to SDL2:
The default Steam Build for Windows has been changed to use SDL2 for display rendering, that should allow the Steam Overlay
and Screenshots to work with Simutrans.

For users that for any reason prefer to use either GDI or SDL for display rendering, the option to switch to these is in the Beta
tab, however the Steam Overlay will not work in these versions of the application.. Simutrans 120.2 released:
Here is the 120.2 version of simutrans. It has many new features for scripting (including scriptable ai, so everybody can make
now his own AI without compiling), as well as many extensions for artists:

groundobj with slopes (rocky shores)

transparent graphics (better shadows and smokes, antialiasing)

factory animations and sounds

If you prefer to keep with the 120.1.3 build, this can be selected from the 'Beta' options.
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